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On the twenty-sixth of November, 1517, there died in
Rome Madonna Giovanna de' Catanei, the mother of the
Duchess Lucrezia; and was buried in Santa Maria del
Popolo by the Flaminian Gate. Nine of her letters to her
daughter, and rather crabbed letters too, are preserved in
the Archives of Modena. They are subscribed, "La felice
ed Infellce madre; which seems precisely to describe her
condition. She was a happy mother; happy in the gorgeous
loveliness of her children, happy in their good fortune,
happy in being the mother of two dukes, a prince-duke,
and a sovereign duchess: but unhappy, in that human law
made their father not her husband. Another letter of hers,
dated from Rome the fifteenth of December, 1515, and
signed "Perpetua Oratrice Vanozza," has. been the means
of causing some uncertainty as to her real name. The fol-
lowing is suggested as an explanation.
"Vanozza," of course, is a familiar abbreviation of
"Giovanozza", which is equivalent to "Big Jenny". Italians
are deliriously disrespectfully inoffensive in their use of
universal and personal nicknames; which are talcen con-
ferred without the least aggrievance, "Perpetua Oratrice"l
is not a name at all: but a quasi-official style.
In England at the present day, one frequently is startled
by the receipt of a letter, from some fervent member of
that devout female sex (for which Holy Church, knowing
needs, diurnally prays), bearing as signature the names
of the writer, with the addition "E de M." If one has
not yet seen the lions, (as the Fifteenth Century said of a
novice,) one looks for the university degree, knightly
order, municipal or parochial rank, of which those letters
are the sign. But, when one knows them to stand for "En-
fant de Marie/5 one remembers that a pious sodality, of
^ l Oratrice (oratrix) is a rare word=but perfectly classical; and
its use shews that the Renascence of Learning- had done something
to improve ecclesiastical Latin, and, by consequence, Italian also.

